ryanmjacobs/c
In 2015, I came home from school one day and was writing some C code for fun. I can’t recall
what I was writing at the time, but I do remember finding myself annoyed at the length and
repetitive compile-and-run cycle that I was facing. I figured that other people might have the
same issue too. So I decided to write a tool that would allow people to compile-and-run C
programs with greater speed and ease. At the time, the methods for running C code as scripts
were convoluted and confusing. But after a few days, I came up an elegant solution to the
problem and published my code online: https://github.com/ryanmjacobs/c. My tool spread like
wildfire, and it has been my most successful project to date. I received over 100,000 downloads
in the first 24 hours and was the number one trending developer on GitHub for 3 days. GitHub is
a social coding platform that acts as the defacto hosting solution for the software world. Nearly
every software developer in the world uses GitHub, so to be at the top of their site is not an easy
task. Company recruiters often use GitHub to locate top developers to interview. And so even I
got a few recruitment emails myself, despite being only 16 years old at the time. Most of the
emails were from smaller companies, but I did get one from Nvidia — the largest consumer
graphics card manufacturer in the world. I am just glad that people are still using my tool and
appreciating my work. It is extremely gratifying to know that I contributed something useful to the
world.
Here’s me (Ryan Jacobs) trending on GitHub:

My about page / usage instructions:

I received a lot of response on social networking sites, especially Twitter:

And I also sparked quite a large discussion chain on Hacker News:
(https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=9144467)

